Hercules Knot Jewelry Series
I thoroughly enjoyed my wire wrapping jewelry projects, but in the course of researching
and building the class, I was inspired to learn real metalsmithing. I’ve been assembling
earrings and necklaces for decades, but suddenly I really wanted to solder, and set gems,
and fabricate! Fortunately, my good friend Fjorlief InHaga is a brilliant artisan, and she’s
been teaching me and letting me use her studio.
THE HERCULES KNOT aka HERAKLES, Reef Knot or Square Knot
This motif represents strength and came to be associated with marriage. Brides wore their
belts tied this way (see my paper on Roman Weddings). It was a common motif in the
Greco-Roman world though the Republic and Early – Mid Empire.
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Above, gold bracelet and ring from the 1st century BCE – 2nd CE. Silver mirror, 4th century
CE. I imagine this would have been a lovely wedding present. Below: Necklaces dated to the
2nd-3rd century, an armband (#6), and rings from 5rd century BCE to 3rd CE . I have
included only a small number of the large quantity of extant artifacts. Combined with the
variations in assembly technique and clasps, the abundance of pieces shows that the
Hercules Knot was a style that was widespread and made by many different artisans.
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For my first project, I wanted to duplicate the look of these early Imperial necklaces of
emerald and gold. For cost purposes, I used brass and glass, which was a commonly-used
substitute for stones in period.
1) BRASS BRACELET and 2) BRASS NECKLACE:
This was my first-ever soldering
project, and my lack of experience is
evident. My first design was loops
with attached rings. Although most of
the extant pieces have continuous
loops, a few (like the awkward
example below) are a loop with an
attached ring. The bracelet was first,
and in my enthusiasm I failed to
interlock BOTH ends of the knot
halves. I don’t feel too bad, though, as
the designer of Quark’s vest clasp
(which he wore prominently in
multiple seasons of Star Trek: Deep
Space 9) made the same error. The
brass necklace, made a few weeks
after the bracelet, shows both better
soldering technique and fully
interwoven knots.

Note: Pictures with a numbered subscript are ancient artifacts, and their
information is located at the end of the paper. Unnumbered works are mine,
as are unattributed sketches.
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Notice the poorly designed joins. Aside from its aesthetic shortcomings, there’s not
much surface connection between the ring and knot, making for a literal weak link
in the chain. The granules (balls) were probably meant to reinforce it.

The first step was cutting and bending
brass wire into tiny loops and
soldering them, using a modern gas
torch. Brass is an alloy of copper and
zinc. Heating and pickling (a chemical
solution used after soldering) brings
the copper to the surface, so the brass
looks pink or reddish, depending on
the light. The loops on the left are my
very first solders, and you can see how
sloppy they are.
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Here’s how the loops look when
intertwined for the necklace. I slid
them together and modified the bends
so they laid flat.
I soldered both the points where the
curved arc crossed the other loop
“handle.” This keeps them in position
and looking consistent.

I coiled more brass wire around a metal tool (it’s for poking tiny holes or dents, but
it worked great for this) to make a spring. Then I locked the spring into a ring
clamp and used a jeweler’s saw to cut them into identical round twists.
Once they were cut, I used pliers to bend the tiny twists into circles. You can see the
one at the top of the picture hasn’t been closed yet.
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Joining the rings to the knots is tricky, both because it’s a tiny little join, and because
you have to careful not to melt your previous solders. You can’t just heat the site you
are working: The entire piece needs to be warmed up or the heat will siphon off
towards the cool end. Using different levels of solder makes it easier to control the
melting and avoid destroying your day’s work. Your first joins use Hard solder. Then
you step down to Medium and Easy, consecutively. Each melts at a slightly lower
temperature.
A strong solder join needs maximum solid contact between the two pieces. To give
the edge of the jump ring a smooth connection, I used a rounded file on the trimmed
ends of the soldered knots. Below center, the top is scooped, but the bottom is not
yet filed into a curve.

I tried hard to line up the openings in the rings with the knot ends, but sometimes
they moved on me during the soldering process. I learned later to heat the flux until
the bubbling stops (the bubbles are surprisingly strong and will throw both small
components and chips of solder), then reposition if necessary.
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The finished pieces go
into a 2nd pickling bath
– 3 parts hydrogen
peroxide, 1 part vinegar
– for half an hour.
Streams of micro
bubbles are visible
rising from the metal as
the pink copper
coloration strips off.

A quick plunge in pure vinegar, a
quick scrub with a brass brush, and
they are ready for polishing with a
motorized whirling scrubber.
After and before polishing. Note that
these two are from the bracelet (only
half intertwined, with sloppy solders).

During the second batch, I accidentally
discovered that leaving the knots in
the final pure vinegar bath for 5
minutes makes them come out much
brighter. They didn’t need much
polishing (left). These necklace links
are fully intertwined and have cleaner
joins.
The completed knots were joined with
wire wrapping to add the glass
“emerald” components and a hook
clasp. I chose African-made glass
rather than modern industrial beads
to provide some variation and that
“handmade” feel.
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I used wire wrapping to link the beads. While most examples show either soldering
at the beads or very minimal wrapping, more wraps are consistent with the Roman
aesthetic. Multi-coil wrapping is used in plenty of other Roman artifacts (see my
paper on Wire-Wrapped Roman jewelry).
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Sketch from Ogden, Jack. Jewellery of the Ancient World. New York: Trefoil Books,
Ltd., 1982, page 75.
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3) SILVER NECKLACE: The majority
of the Herakles knot pieces were made
with continuous loops rather than the
loop and attached jump ring. 18 ga
silver version was made with this
design. Extant piece, left, and my
unsoldered proof of concept, right.
There is a wide range of shapes of
Hercules knots, from nearly circular to
narrow ovals. I simply chose a curve I
liked.
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To achieve greater consistency, I made
a wooden jig: A board with a nail and a
small wooden dowel. I used pliers to
squeeze the “waist” into the loop. I
don’t know if using a jig for jewelry is
a period method, but it’s very simple
and certainly period plausible, as it
was used in their woodworking and
furniture-making.
At first I tried bending the wire into the drumstick shape, then soldering the join. It
turned out to be very difficult to get the ends lined up perfectly, given the complex
curves. Instead, it worked better to solder large rings, and then bend them into
drumsticks on the jig.
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Silver links, and the completed set, with earrings inspired by this extant gold and
glass beauty (above right). The Roman-appropriate light and dark blue glass beads
were made by Alan Khasar.
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4) WEDDING RINGS
Caius / Robert wanted a silver ring. I decided on 14 ga wire for him, and 18k yellow
gold for me in 16ga. 22kt would have been more period, but since I work with my
hands I wanted a little more durability. A note on costs: The metal for his ring was
about $7. The metal for mine, despite being both a smaller size and a smaller gauge,
was about $210. And the gold solder was another $100, because I needed two levels
and they come in pre-cut sheets. Now I have plenty of gold solder for future projects.

Mockups in brass, testing to see if we liked big open knots or smaller smoother ones.
We both preferred the denser knot (right).
I was very excited about working with gold for the first time. According to all the
jewelers I talked to, gold is a joy to work with because it’s so malleable and solders
so easily. I have to say, my experience bore that out. I look forward to using it again.
One bonus difference: When soldering silver or brass, you paint a little borax flux
(white paste) onto the target site first, to prevent oxidation. With gold, you dunk the
entire piece of metal into a bath of 50/50 boric acid and alcohol. We used a jar with
a marble to make shaking / stirring easier. Then you set it on fire! The green flame is
both curious and thrilling. It leaves behind a white crust “firecoat” that protects the
gold during soldering so finishing is easier. It comes off in the pickle bath.
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The construction for the rings started exactly like the brass necklace, with longer
tails. The tails are then bent to wrap around a ring mandrel at the correct size. The
excess is sawed off and the ends are soldered together.
The trickiest bit was getting the long
legs to join together smoothly. I
wanted to get a perfect join not only
for aesthetic reasons, but to avoid skin
pinching. The wire comes in coils, so
creating two perfectly straight,
parallel lines with a loop in the middle
was an exercise in patience. Bending
the wire makes it work-hardened and
brittle. A few cycles of annealing
(torching the metal to realign the
molecules and make it supple again)
were required to relax the tails. Heat
… bend … heat … bend. Left: Freshly
soldered halves of my ring lounge in
the warm pickle.
Ancient versions of this ring often have wrapped “shoulders” or twisted shanks.
That’s a great way to get around the difficulty of getting the long legs to line up. I
made a design decision to go simpler on these. I just didn’t want a complicated
blingy wedding ring, and Robert / Caius didn’t either. I love these as a nod to Roman
culture, with some modern concessions.
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FUTURE PROJECTS
My big goal is to use more period metalsmithing techniques. This would involve
soldering over fire while using a blowpipe. The intricacies of maintaining the precise
heat to melt the solder but not the main metal, while keeping the tiny pieces aligned
and held in place properly, would be a real challenge. I wish I had the ability to
study full time for years as period jewelers would have done. They also had the
advantage of abundant slave labor. Moral complications make this difficult now.
I want to read more period sources on metalsmithing. I want to use their tools and
their thought processes. I feel like I’ve been spoiled by using a modern torch and
chemicals.
I also need to spend more time on finishing… my studio days are infrequent, and
long. I have a bad tendency at the end of 6-8 hours to let my fatigue get the best of
me and say “good enough.” I can now see blemishes I wish I’d fixed. Fortunately I
can still go back and improve them.
In a perfect world, I’d like to make one more Hercules necklace, in gold. This
example’s links were beaten flat. Although I personally prefer the 3D effect of
leaving them curvaceous, I would love to have the experience of making one in this
style. Unfortunately, the high price of 18kt gold puts that project at well over $1000
just in materials. Using 22kt gold would make the process even more expensive, but
much easier. In fact, gold is the one metal than can be fused by pressure (striking),
so it’s possible these looped links weren’t soldered together at all – just pounded
into one. The wire wrapping on the emeralds is evident, so only the individual loops
would require flame. Realistically, I’m more likely to make 22kt earrings due to cost.
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Bracelet with Spirally Twisted Stands and a Herakles Knot at the Bezel
Gold, 2nd century C.E. Said to be from Lower Egypt. Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Accession # 18.2.18. Rogers Fund, 1918
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A Graeco-Roman gold snake ring 1st Century B.C.-1st Century A.D.
Composed of two coiling snakes, their heads turned out on either side, their bodies
forming a Herakles knot at the centre, details incised
1½ in. (3 cm.) wide; ring size K. Christie’s, Lot 242, Sale 2390.
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Imperial Roman silver mirror, c400. This type of mirror with a horizontal handle
originated in the Roman world during the first century B.C. In this example, the
classical origins are clear in the leaf-shaped attachments of the handle, the Herakles
knot, and the wreath around the circumference of the disk. Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Accession number 1989.281.82
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This piece is identified as “British Museum” in my notes but I am now unable to
find it in their online collection.
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1st-2nd century. Gold, carnelian, obsidian.
http://art.thewalters.org/detail/20062/necklace-with-knot-of-hercules-links-andpomegranate-pendant/
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3rd–2nd century B.C., Greek, gold armband inlaid with garnets, emeralds, and
enamel. 3 1/2in. (8.9cm). Metropolitan Museum of Art, Accession number 1999.909
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Gold ring with Heracles knot. Roman, 1st - 2nd century AD 2.60g, circumference
41mm. Ring made of double, twisted gold wire with Heracles knot, in the middle of
which a gold bead is placed. At the transition from the Herakles node to the rail on
each side three gold beads. A gold ball is missing, otherwise intact. Grony & Mosch,
Auction 218, Lot 180. Gold ring with Heracles knot. Roman, 1st - 2nd century AD
2.60g, circumference 41mm. Ring made of double, twisted gold wire with Heracles
knot, in the middle of which a gold bead is placed. At the transition from the
Herakles node to the rail on each side three gold beads. A gold ball is missing,
otherwise intact.
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Gold Hercules Knot Ring, ca. 1st Century AD. This beautifully intricate ring is called
a knot of Hercules or marriage knot. It is a strong knot created by two intertwined
ropes of gold. It originated as a healing charm in ancient Egypt, however is it best
known from Greece and Rome as a protective amulet, most notably as a wedding
symbol. Extremely fine. Measures: 1.5 ring size; Weighs: 3.8 gm.
http://images.goldbergauctions.com/php/chap_auc.php?site=1&lang=1&sale=86&c
hapter=92&page=1
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Greek Gold Ring with Hercules Knot. 5th-3rd century BC "A gold hoop of two outer
wires and median beaded wire band, beaded wire knot supporting a green
turquoise bead, granules to the shoulders." "2.77 grams, 24mm overall, 19.49mm
internal diameter (approximate size British S 1/2, USA 9 1/2, Europe 21.0, Japan
20)" ("1"""). Property of a Surrey collector; acquired in the early 1970s. Fine
condition. Timeline Auctions, Auction 2352, Dec 1-4, 2015, Lot 4.
https://www.sixbid.com/browse.html?auction=2352&category=46667&lot=19880
73
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Necklace dated to the 2nd-3rd century. Gold and emerald. Christie’s, lot 177, sale
1445
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2nd-3rd century. Gold, white glass, garnet. 53cm. https://www.hermannhistorica.de/auktion/hhm67.pl?f=NR_LOT&c=2099&t=temartic_A_GB&db=kat67_a.t
xt
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Gold and faceted carnelian. Rome, 1st-2nd century CE. The Walters Art Museum, #
57.1550 https://thewalters.org/
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Earring (?) with pendant in the shape of male genitalia. Gold, emerald, coral. 3.9
cm. Thorvaldensens Museum, Inventory number:
H1863 http://www.thorvaldsensmuseum.dk/en/collections/
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Gold wire, 3rd century. British Museum 1924,0514.10

Loop earring with beads: a single tapered S-shaped wire with a small knob at the
tip is finished in front with a neat coiled-wire join. On the front of the wire a central
cylindrical dark blue glass (?) bead is set between two small emeralds. Separating
the stones are two small reel-shaped gold beads. The wire thickens immediately
below the beads to hold them in place. 1st-2nd century. 2.9cm tall. British Museum,
item number 1917,0601.2680
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Circa 1st to 3rd Century AD
Necklace of green oblong glass beads alternating with thick gold wire links in the
form of Herakles knots. Hook-eye closure.
https://www.curatorseye.com/Name=Ancient-Roman-Gold-Heraklese-Knot--amp;Green-Glass-Bead-Necklace&Item=8600#Cat=079&SubC=135&Cat=082&SubC=068
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